
Pool Safety Net

All-Safe will make your pool a safer place
BLUE



The All-Safe® product is distributed nationally and internationally through 
a network of independent dealers. Quality control and attention to detail is 
second to none. All-Safe® pool netting has been tested by independent testing 
laboratories to certify compliance with nationally recognized ASTM standards, 
as well as various state and local jurisdictions.

AA+

All-Safe® is the preferred choice for removable pool 
nets with over 25 years of expert experience in 
swimming pool safety. The manufacturer continues 
to maintain a 5 star rating on Yelp!, Google+, 
Facebook, and Houzz. All-Safe® also has an  A+ 
rating with the BBB, as well as a perfect “A” rating on 
Angie’s List.

All-Safe® was recognized by the United States Small 
Business Administration as “Business of the Year” and 
has been voted “Best of Houzz” on multiple times.
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All-Safe’s exclusive Titan Tool™ — This is the best tool in the industry used to apply the tension to the 
CTS (Central Tensioning System). The Titan Tool is stable and has a natural easy motion when applying 
and removing tension from the CTS line, making it simple and easy for all pool owners to apply and 
remove the tension to your pool safety net.

TITAN TOOL ALL-SAFE EXCLUSIVE COMPONENT

All-Safe’s exclusive Round Loop Tool™ allows us to install nets on spas and smaller water features without a 
CTS, giving it a cleaner look and eliminates a step to take the net off and on. The Round Loop Tool also solves 
lock-off, which occurs when features or the shape of the pool will not release tension in specific areas. Other 
companies will simply make you “muscle it off”. At All-Safe we will install threaded anchors and a Round Loop 
tool so your pool safety net is much easier to remove and replace.

ROUND LOOP TOOL ALL-SAFE EXCLUSIVE COMPONENT

All-Safe’s Ratchet Tool™ is similar to what most of our competitors use. Because of the breakthrough with 
All-Safe’s exclusive Titan Tool, the Ratchet is typically used in situations when a customer is looking for a less 
expensive option, or a net will not be taken off and on very often, or it is a small spa or water feature, or on 
some grass-surrounded pools. 

RATCHET TOOL

One of the long standing issues with the industry standard PVC roller is binding caused by friction, which 
makes it difficult for the user to roll the net off and on the pool. To solve this issue All-Safe uses furniture grade 
PVC and inserts a steel reinforcement, reducing the friction and eliminating the binding issue. Furniture grade 
PVC  is ultra-strong, UV-resistant, impact resistant and non-toxic, with an unmarked glossy surface finish.

REINFORCED ROLLER

The CTS is the group of pulleys in the middle of a safety net that applies or takes the tension off the net and 
allows you to remove the net with relative ease. All-Safe’s pulleys are composed of glass filled nylon with 
stainless steel pins, and our CTS cord is made out of braided polyester. This combination of material prevents 
binding, is more abrasion resistant, and has better UV protection.

CENTRAL TENSIONING SYSTEM (CTS)

ALL-SAFE EXCLUSIVE COMPONENT



5MM NET
All-Safe® is one of, if not the only company to offer a 5mm 
net. Other companies typically use 4mm or 3.5mm. 5mm 
net has 56% more high density, virgin polyethylene 
material and is 31% stronger resulting in less deflection 
than our competitors 4mm net. All-Safe’s nets are machine 
tied, heat stented and All-Safe® is the only company to 
offer 4 color options – blue, black, dark brown, and tan.  
All-Safe® netting contains 33% more UV additive than most 
competitors which results in a longer lasting net. Simply 
put, All-Safe’s 5mm net is stronger, has more color options 
and will last much longer than a typical competitor’s net.

ALL-SAFE OFFERS THE LARGEST SELECTION OF POOL NET OPTIONS IN THE INDUSTRY

4mm

• 56% thicker   • 31% Stonger   
• 33% more UV resistant   

5mm

THE 
COMPETITION
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COMPARE THE COMPETITION

PUTTING THE NET ON

THE 
COMPETITION

All-Safe® has been manufacturing pool 
safety products for over 25 years ?YES

Manufacture maintains a 5 star rating on 
Yelp, Angie’s List, Google Plus, Facebook 
and an A+ rating with    the BBB

?YES

ASTM tested material ?YES

Titan Tool NOYES

Round Loop Tool NOYES

4 colors available (Brown, Black, Blue, Tan) NOYES

Steel reinforced roller to prevent binding 
that has wheels for easy storage NOYES

5 year manufacturer warranty ?YES

18 anchor and clip combinations to handle 
almost any net installation challenge NOYES

CTS pulleys made out of glass filled nylon 
composite that will not bend when they  
come in contact with other pulleys like 
stainless steel 

?YES

Custom made anchors to prevent the need 
to epoxy into the deck ?YES

Polyester CTS pulley line and cords to 
prevent binding and breaking  ?YES

5mm high-density virgin polyethylene 
braided net with maximum UV protection NOYES

Attach clips to the anchors in 
the deck.

Reverse the above steps to take your net off

Tighten CTS with your Titan 
Tool or Ratchet.

Walk the net off the roller 
and across the pool water.

See our on-line instructional video at 
www.allsafepool.com/videos

Please Note: Every pool and spa is different. 
Your pool or spa net may require more 
or less steps to remove and put back on. 
Please ask your dealer about the specifics 
regarding your pool or spa. You will also 
receive a full demonstration at the end of 
your installation.

STEP 3STEP 2STEP 1

BOTTOM LINE… 
All-Safe® has professionally engineered 
the strongest and most durable net, 
with the finest components, to make 
sure your net is the safest and most 
aesthetically pleasing pool safety net in 
the industry. The reputation of the All-
Safe® product is second to none, proven 
by online reviews, client testimonials 
and referrals from customers and pool 
industry professionals. All-Safe® has 
manufactured and installed pool safety 
nets for over 25 years and takes pride 
in using the absolute best practices in 
the industry. In the Greater Los Angeles 
area, All-Safe® installs thousands of nets 
each year, factory direct. This creates a 
manufacturing environment of constant 
research and development of the 
product and installation methods, which 
are shared with the independent dealer 
network. All-Safe® pool safety nets will 
make your pool a safer place.

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT  
WWW.ALLSAFEPOOL.COM/VIDEO



MAIN OFFICE: 800-786-8110
WWW.ALLSAFEPOOL.COM

Stainless Steel Wall Anchor:
Wall anchors are used when we must anchor to a vertical  
surface or to close gaps as the net goes up and down as the 
elevation changes.

DESIGN OPTIONS AND FEATURES

Anchor Anchor With Clip

Anchor Anchor With Clip

Anchor With ClipAnchor

Brass Key Hole Anchor:
Keyhole anchors are the standard anchors used for pools. They are 
always flush with the deck and about the size of a penny.

Composite Anchor:
Composite anchors are used when our net will be anchored to 
more sensitive material such as tile. We also use composite anchors 
when a customer would like to minimize the hole size that is drilled 
into the deck.

Your All-Safe® net will provide safety, however it will not keep leaves and other debris out of your pool or spa. All-Safe’s Custom Leaf Covers are 
made from a tightly knitted polyethylene material that allows rainwater to easily pass through, while filtering out leafs and debris. They are custom-
made to fit the size and shape of your pool and have a clean, “finished” look. If you would like to find out how to add a custom leaf cover to your 
safety net please ask your local dealer for more information.

Anchor With Clip

Brass Threaded Anchor:
Threaded anchors are used with the Round Loop Tool to apply or remove 
tension on spas or to solve lock-off issues. Although they do stick up 
when in use, they can be screwed down to flush when not in use.

Anchor

Custom-Made Leaf Cover

YOUR LOCAL DEALER IS:


